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Abstract. Vehicle handover from one road-side unit to another is a common phenom-
enon in vehicular ad-hoc networks (VANETs). Authenticating vehicles effectively is the
key to success of VANETs. Recently, Li and Liu proposed a lightweight identity authen-
tication protocol for VANETs, which was claimed to integrate efficiency and security.
However, in this paper, we show that their protocol is vulnerable to three severe draw-
backs, including protocol bottleneck, location detection, and parallel session attack.
Keywords: Vehicular ad-hoc networks, Handover authentication, Dynamic session se-
cret process, Security analysis, Location privacy, Parallel session attack

1. Introduction. Vehicular ad-hoc networks (VANETs) have mainly two different transmission modes,
vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) and vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I), where the second mode makes plenty of
entertainment services and applications provided while security is an important issue [2]. In both modes,
authenticity is an essential requirement. That is, before the receiver processes a received message, the
legitimacy of the sender and the integrity of the received message need to be verified to prevent illegal users
from accessing VANETs services or transmitting forged messages. Because VANETs are characterized
by quasi-permanent mobility [4], frequent handover authentication [3, 5, 6] is required to be performed
between different road-side units and a vehicle as it is moving. Effective authentication is essential to
achieve fast handover with low transmission and computation costs and security assurance.

Recently, Li and Liu proposed a lightweight identity authentication protocol (LIAP) [1] for VANETs to
achieve fast handover authentication with privacy protection. To reduce handover authentication delay,
dynamic session secret process (DSSP), instead of conventional cryptographic schemes, is employed to
realize authentication between a vehicle and a road-side unit. They claimed that LIAP could provide
efficient and secure authentication and be immune to common malicious attacks. However, through
thorough analyses, we find that their protocol is neither secure nor effective as claimed. Actually, LIAP
has deficiency of system performance and provides no location privacy because of the underlying pre-
distribution mechanism and authentication method. Moreover, LIAP cannot resist parallel session attack
such that an attacker can always impersonate a registered vehicle and be authenticated successfully by a
road-side unit without knowing any authentication secrets of the vehicle.
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The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 first introduces the employed authentication
mechanism, DSSP, and then gives a brief review of Li and Liu’s protocol, LIAP. In Section 3, the three
found drawbacks of Li and Liu’s protocol are shown. Finally, Section 4 concludes this paper.

2. Review of Li and Liu’s Lightweight Identity Authentication Protocol for Vehicular Net-
works. Li and Liu employed a dynamic session secret process DSSP to reduce the handover authenti-
cation delay between a vehicle and a road-side unit by proposing a lightweight identity authentication
protocol LIAP [1]. In this section, DSSP is first introduced, and LIAP is then reviewed.

2.1. Review of dynamic session secret process. Via DSSP, two entities can authenticate each other
by utilizing a dynamic one-time sequence as the authentication credential. DSSP provides computational
efficiency because no complicated computation operations need to be executed and only pieces of the
authentication credential need to be transmitted during the authentication process. The used notations
are listed as follows.
Entity1, Entity2: two entities needing to authenticate each other
X: the secret sequence shared between Entity1 and Entity2, where X = {x1, x2, . . . , xi}, and xi repre-
sents the ith element of X
RTA: Request to Authenticate, which is a challenge generated in DSSP and in the form of a vector (r, q),
where r = {ri|i = 1, 2, . . . ,m and 1 ≤ ri ≤ |X|} and q = {qi|i = 1, 2, . . . ,m and 1 ≤ qi ≤ |X| − ri + 1}
ATA: Answer to Authenticate, which is a response generated in DSSP and composed of a set of elements
{(r1, q1) → a1, (r2, q2) → a2, . . . , (rm, qm) → am}, where (ri, qi) → ai represents a mapping of RTA and
ATA and ai is xrixri+1 . . . xri+qi−1

The mutual authentication procedure of DSSP is as follows:
Step 1.Entity1 chooses and sends the first challenge RTA1 to Entity2.
Step 2.After receiving RTA1, Entity2 uses X, shared with Entity1, to generate ATA1 according to
RTA1 and RTA2. Then, Entity2 sends ATA1 and RTA2 to Entity1.
Step 3.After receiving ATA1 and RTA2, Entity1 checks whether ATA1 is the correct answer to RTA1

according to X. If it is not, Entity1 terminates the protocol; otherwise, Entity2 is authenticated by
Entity1 successfully, and Entity1 generates ATA2 according to RTA2 and sends it to Entity2.
Step 4.Upon receiving ATA2, Entity2 checks whether it is the correct answer to RTA2. If it is not,
Entity2 terminates the protocol; otherwise, Entity1 is authenticated by Entity2 successfully, and mutual
authentication is achieved.

Next, we use Fig. 1 to illustrate the relationship between ATA and RTA with the shared secret X.
Suppose that the shared secret X and RTA are 011010010110 and {(r1, q1), (r2, q2), (r3, q3), (r4, q4),
(r5, q5), (r6, q6)}= {(6, 2), (1, 3), (9, 4), (6, 1), (11, 2), (7, 1)}, respectively. The corresponding ATA is {a1,
a2, a3, a4, a5, a6} = {00, 011, 0110, 0, 10, 0}.

2.2. Review of Li and Liu’s lightweight identity authentication protocol. Li and Liu’s proto-
col, LIAP, for vehicular networks employs DSSP to reduce the handover authentication delay between a
vehicle and a road-side unit. We first list notations used in LIAP as follows.
Vi: the ith vehicle
OBUi: Vi’s on-board unit
RSUj : the jth road-side unit
AS: AAA server for authentication, authorization and accounting
UIDi: the identity of the user who applies for the service with Vi

PWDi: the password of the user who applies for the service with Vi

metaUIDi: the transmitted identity generated by encrypting UIDi

RIDj : RSUj ’s identity
Ki: the common secret key shared between Vi and AS, which is derived from UIDi and PWDi

F (): a function used to compute Ki

EPK(m) : encrypting a message m with the public key PK in an asymmetric cryptosystem
AKU/AKR: public key/private key of AS
RKU,j/RKR,j : public key/private key of RSUj

NR, NO, NA: random numbers⊕
: exclusive-or operator

∥: concatenation operator
As,i: the authentication sequence shared between Vi and AS with a limited lifetime
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0 0 | 0 11| 0110 | 0 |10 | 0ATA
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0 | 1 | 1 | 0 | 1 | 0 | 0 | 1 | 0 | 1 | 1 | 0X

Figure 1. An example of DSSP

H(): a hash function
Sr: a one-time session secret sequence
RTAEntity: Request to Authenticate generated by Entity according to Sr

ATAEntity: Answer to Authenticate generated by Entity according to Sr

In LIAP, an Internet service provider (ISP) provides Vi’s user, who applies to the ISP for Internet
services, with a private user account identity UIDi and an access password PWDi. When Vi’s user enters
UIDi and PWDi into OBUi, the smart card embedded in OBUi computes Ki = F (UIDi ∥ PWDi)
and saves it. Meanwhile, AS of the ISP also computes Ki = F (UIDi ∥ PWDi) for Vi and stores it in
a registration table that is maintained by AS. To protect UIDi, metaUIDi=EAKU (UIDi) is computed
in advance and stored in the smart card. LIAP is composed of three phases: initial phase, fast handover
authentication phase, and renewal phase. The details are as follows.
A. Initial phase

Initial phase is triggered whenever a new vehicle joins the network, and the details are as follows:
Step 1.Vi sends metaUIDi to the nearest road-side unit as a join request when it first demands a service
from the VANET.
Step 2.Upon receiving metaUIDi from Vi, RSUj randomly chooses NR and sends NR and its own
identity RIDj to Vi.
Step 3.After getting the response, Vi chooses a random value NO and computes the authentication
sequence As,i = H(Ki ∥ NO ∥ NR). Vi then generates a random session secret sequence Sr and computes
ISi = Sr

⊕
As,i. Thereafter, Vi sends metaUIDi ∥ ISi ∥ NO ∥ NR ∥ RTAOBUi to RSUj .

Step 4.After receiving metaUIDi ∥ ISi ∥ NO ∥ NR ∥ RTAOBUi from Vi, RSUj stores RTAOBUi and
forwards metaUIDi ∥ ISi ∥ NO ∥ NR to AS.
Step 5.After receiving metaUIDi ∥ ISi ∥ NO ∥ NR, AS decrypts metaUIDi with its private key to
get UIDi and then employs UIDi as an index to find the corresponding common secret key Ki from
the registration table. Thereafter, AS computes As,i = H(Ki ∥ NO ∥ NR) and Sr = ISi

⊕
As,i, sets a

timestamp Ts,i to control the lifetime of Sr, and chooses a random value NA. Then, AS encrypts Sr, Ts,i

and NA with RSUj ’s public key and sends ERKU,j (Sr ∥ Ts,i ∥ NA) to RSUj .
Step 6.After getting ERKU,j

(Sr ∥ Ts,i ∥ NA) from AS, RSUj decrypts it to extract Sr ∥ Ts,i ∥ NA with
RKR,j . Then RSUj generates ATARSUj for the received RTAOBUi , chooses RTARSUj , and then sends
RTARSUj ∥ ATARSUj to Vi.
Step 7.After receiving RTARSUj ∥ ATARSUj , Vi first checks whether ATARSUj is the correct answer
to RTAOBUi that it has sent. If it is not, the protocol is terminated; otherwise, Vi generates ATAOBUi ,
which is the answer to RTARSUj , and sends it to RSUj .
Step 8.After getting ATAOBUi

, RSUj terminates the protocol; otherwise, authentication among Vi,
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RSUj , and AS has been achieved. Then RSUj computes EAKU
(RIDj ∥ NA) and sends it to AS.

Step 9.After getting EAKU
(RIDj ∥ NA), AS decrypts it with its own private key AKR and updates the

registration table by modifying Vi’s entries including authentication sequence, present connection, and
timestamp.
B. Fast handover authentication phase

After initial phase, Vi can access the Internet service via RSUj . Because vehicles in VANETs are sup-
posed to have a high mobility, frequent handover operations are required. That is, Vi may need to access
the Internet service from RSUj+1 instead of RSUj , and fast handover authentication phase is triggered.
To reduce the handover authentication delay, AS pre-distributes As,i of Vi to either all the road-side
units close to Vi’s present location or the road-side units predicted by a suitable mobility model. In
LIAP, to distribute As,i, AS chooses a random number NA, encrypts As,i ∥ metaUIDi ∥ Ts,i ∥ NA with
a specific road-side unit’s public key, and sends the encrypted result to the specific road-side unit. When
the specific road-side unit receives the encrypted data, it uses its own private key to decrypt the received
data to retrieve As,i ∥ metaUIDi ∥ Ts,i ∥ NA and stores As,i ∥ metaUIDi ∥ Ts,i ∥ NA to authenticate
Vi. Fast handover authentication phase of LIAP is as follows:
Step 1.Vi sends metaUIDi to a new road-side unit RSUj+1 as a fast handover authentication request
when it is moving out the communication range of the current road-side unit RSUj .
Step 2.Upon receiving metaUIDi from Vi, RSUj+1 checks if a corresponding entry exists. If it is not
found or Ts,i is expired, this request is rejected and renewal phase is executed; otherwise, this phase
continues and RSUj+1 sends its RIDj+1 to Vi.
Step 3.When Vi gets RIDj+1, Vi chooses a new random session secret sequence Sr and computes
ISi = Sr

⊕
As,i. Thereafter, Vi sends ISi ∥ RTAOBUi to RSUj+1.

Step 4.After receiving ISi ∥ RTAOBUi from Vi, RSUj+1 computes Sr = ISi

⊕
As,i, generates the an-

swer to RTAOBUi , ATARSUj+1 , chooses RTARSUj+1 , and sends RTARSUj+1 ∥ ATARSUj+1 to Vi.
Step 5.After getting the reply, Vi first checks whether ATARSUj+1 is the correct answer to RTAOBUi

that it has sent. If it is not, the protocol is terminated; otherwise, Vi generates ATAOBUi , which is the
correct answer to RTARSUj+1 , and sends it to RSUj+1.
Step 6.After receivingATAOBUi , RSUj+1 checksATAOBUi . If it is not the correct answer toRTARSUj+1 ,
RSUj+1 terminates the protocol; otherwise, mutual authentication between Vi and RSUj+1 has been
achieved. Then RSUj+1 computes EAKU

(metaUIDi ∥ RIDj+1 ∥ NA) and sends it to AS.
Step 7.After getting EAKU

(metaUIDi ∥ RIDj+1 ∥ NA) , AS decrypts EAKU
(metaUIDi ∥ RIDj+1 ∥

NA) with its own private key AKR and updates Vi’s present connection to RIDj+1 in the registration
table.
C. Renewal phase

In LIAP, AS sets a timestamp to Ts,i to control the lifetime of the authentication sequence As,i. If
As,i has expired, the corresponding data will be deleted. When Vi’s authentication sequence is expired
and Vi attempts to connect with RSUj+1 for Internet services, initial phase is executed directly. In other
words, renewal phase of LIAP is identical to initial phase.

3. Drawbacks of Li and Liu’s protocol. Li and Liu declared that their LIAP could defend against
a variety of common security threats. However, we find that it is vulnerable to three drawbacks. First,
AS is the bottleneck of the protocol. Second, a vehicle can be easily traced. Third, an attacker can be
authenticated successfully by mounting parallel session attack. In this section, the details of these found
drawbacks are shown as follows.

3.1. Protocol bottleneck. In fast handover authentication phase of Li and Liu’s protocol, AS pre-
distributes As,i of Vi to all the road-side units close to Vi’s current location or the possible road-side
units predicted by a suitable mobility model. This approach enables fast handover authentication when
Vi attempts to connect with the next road-side unit RSUj+1. In fast handover authentication phase,
AS chooses a random value NA and sets timestamp Ts,i to control the lifetime of As,i stored by road-
side units. Then AS computes ERKU,j+1

(As,i ∥ metaUIDi ∥ Ts,i ∥ NA) with the specific road-side
unit RSUj+1’s public key PKR,j+1 and sends the cipher to the dedicated RSUj+1. Upon receiving
ERKU,j+1

(As,i ∥ metaUIDi ∥ Ts,i ∥ NA), RSUj+1 decrypts it with its private key and stores As,i ∥
metaUIDi ∥ Ts,i ∥ NA. If there are β road-side units to which AS needs to pre-distribute As,i, AS needs
to execute β public-key encryption operations with β distinct road-side units’ public keys. In VANETs,
AS always serves a number of different vehicles, there are also lots of road-side units, and the public-key
encryption will become a big burden for the whole system. Thus, AS becomes the system bottleneck.
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3.2. Location detection. Li and Liu claimed that their LIAP could ensure a vehicle’s location privacy.
That is, an attacker should be unable to trace a specific vehicle by using an eavesdropping technique.
However, we find that location privacy cannot be protected in LIAP. In LIAP,metaUIDi is pre-calculated
and stored in the smart card. Although metaUIDi, instead of the real identity UIDi, is transmitted,
metaUIDi is constant. Thus, an attacker can easily and successfully trace a vehicle by monitoring the
same metaUIDi.

3.3. Parallel session attack. LIAP employs DSSP to achieve fast handover authentication between a
vehicle and a new road-side unit. Li and Liu claimed that LIAP provided both efficiency and security in
fast handover authentication phase. After thoroughly analyzing LIAP, we find that LIAP is vulnerable to
parallel session attack. Via this attack, an attacker can impersonate Vi and be authenticated successfully
by a road-side unit to access resources with the intercepted metaUIDi without knowing any authentica-
tion secrets of Vi. How an attacker mounts parallel session attack in fast handover authentication phase
of LIAP is depicted in Fig. 2. The details are as follows:

Suppose that RSUj+1 and RSU
′

j+1 are two road-side units that have already received Vi’s authenti-
cation sequence As,i from AS, and As,i is not expired.

Step 1.An attacker A sends the intercepted metaUIDi to RSUj+1 and RSU
′

j+1 as a fast handover au-
thentication request.
Step 2.Upon receiving metaUIDi, RSUj+1 (or RSU

′

j+1) first checks its memory to find the correspond-

ing entry. According to the assumption, the entry does exist and RSUj+1 (or RSU
′

j+1) sends its own

identity RIDj+1 (or RID
′

j+1) to A as the response.

Step 3.After receiving RIDj+1 and RID
′

j+1, A chooses a random sequence ĨS, generates RTAA ran-

domly, and sends ĨS ∥ RTAA to RSUj+1. Note that A has no knowledge of Vi’s authentication sequence

As,i and does not know the one-time session secret sequence S̃r.

Step 4.Upon receiving ĨS ∥ RTAA, RSUj+1 computes S̃r = ĨS
⊕

As,i and generates the answer

ATARSUj+1 to RTAA according to S̃r. Thereafter, RSUj+1 chooses a new authentication request
RTARSUj+1 and sends RTARSUj+1 ∥ ATARSUj+1 to A.
Step 5.When A receives RTARSUj+1 ∥ ATARSUj+1 , it can neither check the correctness of ATARSUj+1

nor generate the right answer to RTARSUj+1 by itself. So it sends ĨS ∥ RTARSUj+1 to RSU
′

j+1. Here

ĨS is identical to the one that it has sent to RSUj+1 in Step 3, and RTARSUj+1 is the authentication
request from RSUj+1.

Step 6.After getting ĨS ∥ RTARSUj+1 , RSU
′

j+1 computess S̃r = ĨS
⊕

As,i, generates the right answer

ATARSU
′
j+1

to RTARSUj+1
according to S̃r, and chooses RTARSU

′
j+1

. RSU
′

j+1 then sends RTARSU
′
j+1

∥
ATARSU

′
j+1

to the attacker A.

Step 7.Upon receiving RTARSU
′
j+1

∥ ATARSU
′
j+1

from RSU
′

j+1, A extracts ATARSU
′
j+1

and sends it to

RSUj+1. A just terminates the communication with RSU
′

j+1.
Step 8.After receiving ATARSU

′
j+1

, RSUj+1 checks if the received ATARSU
′
j+1

is the correct answer to

RTARSUj+1 . This must always hold because ATARSU
′
j+1

is definitely the right answer to RTARSUj+1

because RSUj+1 and RSU
′

j+1retrieve the same S̃r by computing S̃r = ĨS
⊕

As,i. So RSUj+1 computes
EAKU

(metaUIDi ∥ RIDj+1 ∥ NA) with AS’s public key and sends it to AS.
Step 9.After receiving EAKU

(metaUIDi ∥ RIDj+1 ∥ NA), AS decrypts it with its own private key AKR

and updates Vi’s present connection to RIDj+1 in the registration table.
Via the aforementioned parallel session attack, the attacker A can always be authenticated successfully

in fast handover authentication phase of LIAP without knowing any authentication secrets. Moreover,
this attack results in the modification of Vi’s present connection in AS’s registration table. This may
make the legal user unable to access services in time when needed.

4. Conclusions. In this paper, we review the LIAP proposed by Li and Liu and show three drawbacks.
First, the authentication sequence pre-distribution mechanism of LIAP makes the authentication server
the bottleneck of the whole system. Besides inefficiency, LIAP cannot provide location privacy and is
vulnerable to parallel session attack. In a word, even DSSP adopted in Li and Liu’s protocol is simple to
reduce authentication delay, LIAP is still neither efficient nor secure, and a specific vehicle can be traced.
To overcome these drawbacks and achieve essential requirements in VANETs is still an important issue
to have only legal vehicles access services and ensure location privacy.
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Figure 2. Parallel session attack
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